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For the last 13 years, PSS Trust has been a beacon of hope for many children of BPL families, migrant
workers, daily wagers who study in government schools. Children from such background face several
challenges to continue to study in secondary school and colleges. Challenges faced by such children are beyond
the control of their families. The growing economic and cultural gaps in the society do not allow BPL
communities to rise above their conditions. Due to COVID 19 lockdowns and reduced economic activities these
conditions becoming more difficult than before. This status quo either continues or keep worsening for
generations unless there is intervention by the Civil Societies. Boys keep dropping off from schools and
continue to take up meagre works for minimum wages to support families and girls get married early and start
bearing children in tender ages. The cycle repeats and the poor remains poor.
PSS Trust understood that the change is possible only with a sincere, persistent intervention that allows
each child to indulge in pursuance of education for 5 to 8 years. Education alone transforms their lives, enable
them get good jobs and secure them a rightful place in the society.
The Chairman, Potukuchi Somasundara Social Welfare and
Charitable Trust (PSS), P.Srinivas
On the occasion of the New Year 2021, I wish you all a very happy and prosperous
new year. As we entered the year 2021, I would also like to give you the brief
report on the Trust Activities which we all have collectively accomplished in the
most challenging year 2020. It is indeed such a great year which connected all of us to get our acts together to
address the issues of drop outs, girl child marriages and idle youth in the pandemic year.
As it impacted everyone else, the 2020 has been a year of challenges and finding solutions for the PSS
Trust also, topped of course by the Corona Virus. The Trust sensed the affect of pandemic that unless children
are not kept engaged in education and coaching the country will lose them back to the poverty cycle and children
would then become irrelevant for future. We take pride to say that we did not let that happen. PSS Trust remained
focused on reaching out to children even in the most difficult circumstances and are providing love, care and
education. We are able to do this bit just because of you. We bow to your kind and generous donations and
concern to make this difference. We couldn’t have done it without you! Thank you!!
Humble beginning in 16 years ago, the saga of the Trust and outcomes of the effort revealed that what
we are doing right and where can we improve. Those who participated in the feedback have helped clarify who
we are, what we do, and why it matters. Thank you for taking the time to share your valued input! We are excited
to share with you the driving force behind this plan, our Mission and Core Values.
Our Mission
The Vison and the Mission of the PSS Trust to transform the BPL families who remain as beneficiaries
of the Government subsidies to dignified Tax paying civilians through education and employment.
Our approach PSS Trust approach is very practical and we did exactly what can make our vision realised. We
are happy to present here such insights of our consistent success. We are sure that we found working solutions
for the problems as following.
1. Parents do not care children education - We sensitised parents who are uneducated mostly and gave them
confidence that the Trust would take care of their children’s educational needs completely until they found
jobs. And we did the same. Outcomes are verifiable.
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2. Children do not learn in schools and colleges – We provided the learning environment and appointed
teachers to help them to study for 5 to 8 years up to Engineering. Self-learning and peer learning are
encouraged.
3. School dropouts - Children are vulnerable and dropout from schools and do not join higher education.
We have been providing each and every need such as the learning environment, coaching and mentoring for
each child, tracking their progress, providing one time meal, transportation and fees. We ensured that each
child who registers with trust are in our supervision for 5 to 8 years.
4. Girl child marriages - 85% of the Trust children are girls. We gave confidence to parents that their girls get
good education, career and better livelihood with no burden on them. The Trust ensured that their track of
education doesn’t break in between and assisted in placement after the education. As a result 70 girls are now
graduate engineers besides hundreds of diploma engineers. No their parents are happy and are inspiring other
parents.
5. Lack of values in youth – Lack of human values and troubled relationships are couple of the issues that society
is facing now. Human values are integral part of the Trust and it reflects in every humble act that the Trust
takes up. The shower of love and compassion by all Trust members, partners and guests is well taken and as a
result the Trust enjoys the givebacks from alumni.
6. Community’s mistrust on NGOs – PSS Trust has earned the trust and honour from Corporate and individual
donors, partners, dedicated volunteers and the community around our operations because of which the Trust is
able to do what it is doing. Our operations are transparent and financial reports are regularly audited and filed
with statutory authorities. We accommodate suggestions from the community without deviating from the main
goal of educating kids.
7. Covid19 Restrictions – Students come to Trust every day. We provided the free Wi-Fi, computers and the
peer learning environment. Many volunteers are reaching out to us online and offline to teach children. We
are using technology platforms to conduct regular and entrance coaching classes
8. Sustenance of NGOs – the very nature of the cause itself is the rising concern practically in the society.
Secondly we have not only been sustaining our efforts and producing continuous results but also planning for
expansion. This is made possible through our improved communication, reporting from time to time and
listening to donors and well-wishers. Our donor first and children first approach is the primary reason for the
sustenance of the Trust.
9. Is NGO a solution for societal problems – This model is easy to replicate and consumes little money to give
a better livelihood opportunity for youth. If these operations can be extended to places where there is a need,
beneficiary children surprise us with outcomes. The trust has faith in human capabilities and hence we trust
that what we have done so far would take us there. After 13 years of experience and outcomes, as the enquiries
of partnerships are turning into tie ups our decision is strengthening to expand the operations to many others
locations as possible. May be this is proving that NGO is an alternate solution.
10. Efficient Technology platforms, systems and processes We are improving our capabilities and efficiency
through our social connections and network by establishing sustainable processes, organisational structures,
strategic teams, financial discipline, well planned calendar of activities, formal communication channels,
trainings and systems. We are getting ready for future challenges and to target more students.
With submission of this report we would like to thank you all donors, partners, volunteers, parents and staff
who made this a success this year.
We also make an appeal to all who are part of this mission, kindly keep the momentum of your support for
future years. Let’s all together make life wonderful for the future generations.
Join us in our journey, our community needs you, and as we work together our mission is possible!
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Volunteer opportunities to teach, mentor, counsel and also in management
Corporate matching gift programs, Upcoming fundraising events and campaigns

Academic Report
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01 Making it happen during Covid19 Pandemic
We are collectively witnessing a crisis that has turned the world
upside down. The Covid-19 pandemic has infected worldwide and taken
the lives of millions of people.

03

Students continuing
in Diploma and
Engineering

04

New initiatives in
Academics

The current crisis deeply threatens the educational opportunities
of the underprivileged children. Closure of educational institutions, lack
of network facilities to catch up with online classes and illiterate parents
are driving millions of poor students into despair and hopelessness as far
as education is concerned. These children of India will face the brunt of
this lost time for years to come. The resulting disruptions exacerbate
already existing disparities within the education system but also in other
aspects of their lives.

Path of education for each student
PSS
Alu
mini

Lifetime membership with
the PSS Trust
It is giving time
Job
E4

Each academic year nearly 200 students get enrolled with the PSS Trust.
This year 2020 too nearly 200 students are rescued from being drop put,
child labour and child marriages. 130 students studied and cleared
Politechnique entrance tests and of which 90 have joined diploma and
engineering courses this year. Around 8 graduate engineers joined high
paid careers this year.

E3

3 yrs
E2
6 Mon

IT&Job ECET
D3

3 yrs

D2
D1
10

2
Y
9

Diploma Entrance
First 2 years – Confidence building
Start

As an oasis in the present crisis period, PSS trust is saving the children
from the calamity of Covid19 too, with its dedicated and creative
methods. PSS trust has geared up its all resources to save the children
from the immense health and socioeconomic crises brought about by the
COVID-19 pandemic which has disproportionately hit underprivileged
children.

Each child will be mentored and monitored for 5 to 8 years by the Trust,
and at the end of their studies they will be assisted for placement. The
trust provides end to end support from 9th standard onwards till the
placement.

D1, D2, D3 - Diploma
E2, E3, E4 - Engineering
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2020 Accomplishments

5 paid careers
89 High
Higher studies
N 02 New Admissions in Diploma and B.Tech - 2020-21
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03 Diploma and Engineering Students – continuing
B.Tech - 41

Diploma - 112
Sanugula – 3
Shankarapalli- 7
Miyapur - 72
BHEL – 13
Bollaram - 26

ECET Proparation 26
Miyapur – 18
BHEL – 5
Bollaram - 3

Miyapur – 26
BHEL – 5
Bollaram - 10

9th and 10th Standard students – Due to COVID19 restrictions and
migrations of workers to hometowns, so far only 61 students are in 9th and
10th in the Trust this year. We are expecting more children after the schools
start. Also with expansion of the trust activities in 2021 more students are
expected in 9th standard.
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2020 New Initiatives -1

DE SL & LD
Distance Education

Science Labs, Learning by doing

04 New Academic Initiatives
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Students continuing in
Diploma and
Engineering

04

New initiatives in
Academics

Special for ECET Entrance coaching

04.1 Science Laboratories –Seeing is knowing.
Biology, Physics and Chemistry labs were set
up and Students are allowed to do the
experiments under the guidance of volunteer
teacher.

Biology Lab
04.2 Distance Education –The Trust Alumni have stepped in and started sharing
their skills, time and knowledge besides volunteers
The following distance education activities have been designed, implemented and
is being monitored through software. This will be more strengthened over in the
year 2021.
9th and 10th Class students making use of Khan Academy classes
Anyone can Code program - Online training to code for rural kids
Senior students came forward to teach junior students and online and
offline classes are taking place regularly as per schedule.
04.3 Early ECET coaching for Final year diploma engineers by Volunteer
Coaches who formed as Special Education Team. This has been scheduled well
ahead of time with the aim to benefit students to gain free higher education
opportunity.
04.05 Learning by doing - This year we started involving children in activities
related to their core subjects, in the small workshops and units near by the Trust
operations. We are still exploring more opportunities where children can learn by
doing.
04.6 Mitra Upakaran All students are doing ana pana meditation every day.

Learning by doing

04.7 Social Development Social exposure trips, regular team wise social
awareness session are being conducted.





MITRA Upakaran
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Increased awareness and concentration
Increased memory and improved ability to understand
Reduction in the tendency of restlessness and laziness
Reduction in the tendency of having indifference, disinterest and
depression
Reduced stress, worry, fear, anger, craving and aversion.
Feeling love and compassion for others.
Feeling energetic and joyful
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2020 New Initiatives -2
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Corporate CSR connect
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Expansion of Trust
activities & Partners
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Momentum of Community Involvement

05 Awareness sessions with Intellectuals and Leaders
PSS Trust was able to attract intellectuals and many socially aware individuals
and leaders. One hour + online interactions were organized with below
mentioned individuals, which turned into a fruitful associations with the Trust.
Sri K. Ramachandra Murty Accomplished Journalist.
Until he resigns in 2019, he was a public policy advisor
to Government of AP. He was the editorial director for
Sakshi media group. Previously he worked as MD and
CEO of Hyderabad Media House, Ex Chief Editor of
HMTV, The Hans India.
Prof. K. Nageswar India's noted political analyst, a
former member of the Telangana Legislative Council,
Currently is a professor at the Department of
Communication & Journalism, Osmania University, and
Hyderabad. Prof Nageswar delivered great message that
children should not fear to keep a goal and work hard.
Prof expressed his heartfelt support for the trust.
Prof. Ghanta Chakrapani is an Indian sociologist,
distinguished journalist and popular political analyst in
Telugu media. He is presently serving as the Chairman of
Telangana State Public Service Commission
Prof Chakrpani delighted with activities of the Trust and
promised to be with Trust and keen to support the cause.
Smt.Devi famous Social Activist interacted with Trust
children. Girls asked several questions related to gender
inequality and issue with women security in the view of
sex based violence. Children also enquired about honor
killings that happened recently. The message from Devi
was that girls should stand strong, build awareness of
what is happening around and continue to do well always
Prof. G. Haragopal is currently visiting professor at
Bangalore, National Law School of India University
(NLSIU), teaching to students of Master’s Programme in
Public Policy (MPPP). Earlier he worked at the
University of Hyderabad. He had set the Centre for
Human Rights at the University of Hyderabad and was
editor of Indian Journal of Human Rights.
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05

Mr. Ravi Maruth is a founder member of Loksatta
Party,
and
presently
the
General Secretary of Loksatta Party, A.P unit. He is
also serving in the capacities of Managing Director,
Sequel Resorts and Correspondent, Harvest Public
School apart from being on the Boards of various
companies
Mr. Ravi’s interaction was very inspiring for
children
P Sunil Kumar Reddy is an Indian director,
screenwriter, and film producer who works
primarily in Telugu cinema. He is well-known for
directing critically acclaimed films such as Sontha
Ooru, Gangaputrulu, Gulf, Oka Romantic Crime
Katha and Oka Criminal Prema Katha.

Awareness and
connect with
Intellectuals

Sri. Konda Vishweshwar Reddy (born 26 February
1960) is an Indian engineer, entrepreneur, and
politician. He served as a Member of Parliament in
the 17th Lok Sabha from Telangana Rashtra
Samithi, representing Chevella, Telangana. In 2018,
he joined the Indian National Congress. He is the
Senior Leader of Congress.
Sri Vishweshwas Reddy garu expressed his interest
to support the Trust further.
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Continuous gain of Trust from the community
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06 Distinguished guests and Patrons on boarded 2020
We are very much honoured with visit of the many guests in the year 2020 despite
of COVID 19 regulations. They turned as Patrons and donated generously for the
education of students. We listen to our Donors and follow advices

NRI Network and Support
Mr. Sridhar one of the Trust
member has introduced Network
of NRIs from USA this year who
sponsored 18 students into
Diploma courses.
Dr. Srinivas Bandi, Colorodo, USA
has sponsored Science Labs

Deepak and Sanjay
Children’s Trust,
Jubilee Hills,
Hyderabad
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Sri V Meenakshi Manohar
Prasad, worked in different
capacities in the Government of
Andhra Pradesh before taking
voluntary retirement from the
I.A.S. He is the founder director
of CDR for the Tribal
development in AP and
Telangana. We thank you for
generous
sponsorship
of
engineering students

 Extensive use
of Khan academy
classes
 Science labs
created
 We have
created a process
for better
communication

Smt Srilakshmi Surapaneni,
Corporate senior manager has
sponsored 25 students into
Diploma courses this year. She
has been very kind and
expressed highly respectable
gesture and donated generously

 Process to
monitor
and
track
the
education
of
each student is
set up.
Thank you for
your support

Smt. Renuka Devi G, Retired
Teacher
from
Kendriya
Vidyalas. She had connected a
few good Samaritans likes of
Dr. Ratna Retired from Apolo
Hospotals and Mr. Moravala, a
Medical
Instruments
manufacturer and Mr Gautham.



The trust
appeal this group
of donors to
involve more in
the new branch in
ECIL from Jan
2021.

Mr. Gautham Adithya
Association
Ravi, Software Engineer
with
Gautham
and Researcher. Selfenabled Trust to
employed works as
partner with the
independent
Startup “Shunya”
Technology Consultant.
for co-creation of
Gautham
also
the learning app.
introduced Smt Ekta
Mr. Gautham is
Grower,
CEO
and
the involved in
founder of Shunya, a
events team also
Techno Start up.
The chairman of the Trust impressed with Trust activiti
and willing to support the Trust activities in future. W
are looking forward for a long term relationship with th
trust.
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6

Distinguished guests
and Patrons on
boarded recently

Special Purpose Team
The following long serving members and well-wishers of the Trust formed a forum
and undertook special mission to transform the Trust to the next level.
Sri Bharath
Sri Sridhar Ukkalam

Network of online Volunteer
teachers
The Trust is envisioning to
extend the network of online
teachers for 9th, 10th and
diploma students to teach,
mentor and clarify doubts on
regular basis.
This is besides use of Khan
Academy and wealth of
existing internet teaching.
Special purpose team is
working towards it in the year
2021.

Sri Ravindra Gajjala
Smt Chandrabala

Sri P Radha Krishna
Sri Harindar

Sri Ravi
Sri Veeraswamy

Ex Government employee retired from service Overall support for all Trust
activities and Student matters
Ex IT Professional with global experience , Connect with Social and
Lokasatha party member, Professional trainer intellectual leaders for a
(current) ,Psychology Student (current)
greater good for children
Director, Nipuna, The Hub of Skills. IT Social skills development
Employee with global experience
and process documentation
Social activist. Ex IT Professional returned Looking after expansion and
from UK for good
reach out programs of the
trust
Retired from Indian Post Office
Public Relations and grants
support
PSS Trust Alumni, working as Senior
Software Engineer in a reputed IT company
in Hyderabad
PSS Trust Alumni, Working at a reputed IT
Company
PSS Trust Alumni, Ex Manager in a reputed
corporate. Now full time working at the Trust

Sri Karthik

IT employee and the trainer.

Sri Amarnath

IT Employee and part time supporter for trust
activities

Planning of trust activities
across the branches and
Alumni connect
Rural India Strengthen India
Looking after day to day
activities of the Trust and
interacting with all branches
Educational trainings and
volunteer mapping
IT and Technology related
support

Special Education team
Name
Sri Kartheek B
Sri Sai Lalith
Sri Ramakrishna U
Shilpa
Rohan
Malleswari
Rajani
Prashanti
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Designation
SDE- Xilinks
SE - Xilinks
Staff Engineer AMD
HR Manager ADP
Data engineer, Applo hospital
SE. DEC technology
SE UHG
Engineer, Activist

Subjects to teach at the Trust
CS, DE, Aptitude
Maths, Physics
Digital Electronis
Spoken english
Mathematics
EDC
Mathematics
Physics
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07 Trust Alumni Giveback
Harindar, Ravi and Veeraswamy joined the Trust in 2007 and got benefitted by the
Trust. They have settled well in their lives after completing the Engineering. They
decided to stand by the Chairman to enable many such students to rise from their
current family situations. We are all very happy with the gesture of these three
students and many others who are coming back to give more time to the Trust
activities such that Trust activities can be extended for more students.

RAT Team
Under the leadership of the planning team, the below list of Alumni members
are contributing to the Trust by giving time, skills and money as needed and
planned by the Trust.
Each RAT member is allocated with 5 newly admitted Diploma Engineers for
facilitating their additional needs for smooth transition to the professional
course. Mentors will act as catalysts to ensure the continuance of the education
of diploma engineering students effectively.

+
Ravi
Veeraswamy
Harindar
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Stories of all the above are alike – Parents with meagre income worked as
construction workers, street vendors, tailors, domestic helpers etc., Families
struggled for day to day means and they even could not provide proper place
for kids to study. After the completion of studies all above have settled well in
careers, paying taxes and now looking forward to help other families through
the Trust activities.
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09.01Technology
Partnership
With the initiative of one of the
Patron of the Trust, Sri Goutham,
the Start-up Shunya is willing to
partner with the Trust for co
creating the Learning and class
room management Mobile App.
This app helps to manage the
learning of the students. With
expansion program the Trust is
expecting that the use of this app
will be very helpful.

09 Expansion of Trust activities and partnerships
The outcome of the Trust activities is very inspiring for all the Trust members.
Sincere efforts of one single common man, with help of a few kind heart people proved
to be very fruitful that around 600 plus youth got employed after the diplomas and 70
students have become graduate engineers. There is evidential difference in the lives
of those hundreds of families due to the education and employment of their children.
More importantly the benefitted youth have acquired the ability to nurture
human values in themselves besides gaining educational qualifications. This virtue of
students resulted in huge givebacks from the alumni.
The Trust members have pleased very much with the spread of support from
Alumni and decided to stand by the youth who desires to work for the cause of
education such that several other children also can be benefitted.
Now time is right for the Trust to explore opportunities to expand operations
based on the good will, accomplishments, consistent donor support and the network of
dedicated volunteers and the Trust alumni.
As the Trust has been looking forward for opportunities, two different
organizations expressed their willingness to work with PSS Trust. The process of
signing of MOUs is in progress with one of them as of now. The Trust is expecting to
start activities early 2021.
Building in Charlapalli : Sri GS Reddy, industrialist and Prof. Sri Komaraiah visited
the Trust in the month of October and agreed to start Trust activities in their building
in ECIL. MOU will be signed formally in New Year 2021. The Trust is excited to
commence activities in the month of January, following the signing of the MOU, for
the benefit the children in charlapalli, ECIL and surroundings.
Manavatha Trust, Natavalli, Mahabubnagar: Sri Srnivas Alluri, the founder of the
Manavatha Trust has interacted with the Trust and students. The Trust expressed
interest and is looking forward for long term relationship with Maranatha Trust for the
benefit of children surrounding Natavalli village. Further discussions will happen end
of this year.

09.02 Placement and Self employment
The Trust is looking forward to strengthen the existing placement links with corporates.
And will explore opportunities for tie ups in the space of skill development and also
placement. The Trust is also keen to establish support for self-employment
opportunities in near future hence exploring the opportunities to bring in partnership
with enthusiastic funding, technology companies
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Volunteer opportunities
Corporate matching gift programs
Upcoming fundraising events and campaigns
We are open you for suggestions, advices and networking.
Donate for Next Academic Year.
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